
Herrick Librarians Meeting 

November 1, 2010 
 

Present: Steve Crandall, Laurie McFadden, Ellen Bahr, Brian Sullivan 

 

1. IDS (Information Delivery Services) Search 
Brian has been using IDS Search in his instruction classes and reports positive feedback from 

students. He asked whether we might consider making it our primary public catalog. There are 

still some issues to figure out (such as making electronic books easier to identify and ensuring 

that all of our materials are featured in IDS Search). Ellen has been looking into these things and 

will continue to follow up on them. In the meantime, Ellen put a link to IDS Search on the front 

page of the Herrick site under the Books search box. 

 

2. Instant Messaging for Reference 
Last meeting, we agreed to include Dave Snyder in the IM reference duties to increase our 

availability. This time we discussed whether we ought to change the wording on the “Ask a 

Librarian” page or “Research by Subject” Meebo boxes to reflect the fact that a non-librarian 

staff member will be the contact person some of the time. We all agreed that we are comfortable 

leaving things pretty much as they are. Brian will update the wording of the hours and send the 

changes to Ellen. 

 

3. Herrick Email Address 
The PR Work Group suggested that we change our primary email address from 

thedesk@alfred.edu to herrick@alfred.edu. Brian will contact ITS to make the change and start 

the process of switching everything over to the new address. [Update: the new address might 

need to be herricklibrary@alfred.edu, due to herrick@alfred.edu already being in use. Steve will 

contact ITS to determine which address is best.] 

 

4. Student Voice 
Brian asked if we are ready to move our Library Instruction Evaluation over to Student Voice, or 

wait until we have more direction for the kinds of things we wish to evaluate. We had a general 

discussion about our assessment goals and methods, covering SAILS, our Library Instruction 

Evaluation, and both the AU Libraries Strategic Plan and the AU Libraries Assessment Plan. In 

addition to our current Library Instruction Evaluation, Ellen suggested that we create a follow up 

survey for the end of each semester using students’ email addresses. Brian will start the process 

by requesting a new “Project” with Student Voice, asking for their ideas for improving our 

current evaluation as well as suggestions for adding the follow up survey at the end of each 

semester 

 

The PR Work Group has developed a survey on Student Voice to be sent out to AU students 

soon. 

 

5. Other Items 
Brian will talk to Dave Snyder about collecting gate count data each evening at 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 

10 so that we can give that data to the folks at the ARC who are trying to investigating the 

possibility of opening a café in the BookEnd. 



Steve shared several ideas from a recent SCRLC (South Central Regional Library Council) 

meeting for activities/techniques that might be used with library staff/faculty to encourage the 

exchange of ideas. 

 

Laurie proposed the idea of moving her office upstairs to the Archives. After discussing what 

that would entail, everyone seems open to that arrangement.  

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Brian T. Sullivan 


